Abstract: Electrochemical power sources typically use electrode constructions that blend discrete, powdered components (charge-storing phase, conductive additive, polymer binder) into ad-hoc composite structures that often limit power and energy output. We use fiber-paper-supported carbon nanofoams as a base platform for redesigning electrode architectures, where the nanofoams serve as conductive, ultraporous scaffoldings for subsequent incorporation of electroactive functionalities that store charge and/or promote electrocatalytic activity. Transition metal oxides are particularly attractive architectural additions for such purposes, and we have developed self-limiting electroless deposition protocols to generate conformal, nanoscopic coatings of manganese, iron, or ruthenium oxides on the exterior and interior surfaces of carbon nanofoams. The faradaic pseudocapacitance exhibited by these particular metal oxides amplifies the charge-storage capacity of the nanofoam by factors of 2–10, while the conformal and nanoscopic nature of the metal-oxide coating ensures rapid electrochemical turnover for high-rate capability. When MnOx–carbon and FeOx–carbon nanofoam structures are paired together as complementary electrodes (positive and negative, respectively) in asymmetric aqueous electrochemical capacitors, the device exhibits operating voltages approaching 2 V while delivering technologically relevant power and energy densities within a 1–100 s charge–discharge timeframe. We are also adapting manganese oxide-functionalized carbon nanofoam as air-breathing cathodes for alkaline Zn–air batteries, in which the nanoscopic MnOx provides not only enhanced oxygen-reduction activity but also supports intermittent pulse-power demands, via the MnOx pseudocapacitance and can provide power at rates where oxygen reduction alone is not sufficient to satisfy the demand. En route to practical power source applications, these multifunctional nanoarchitectures are also used as platforms to investigate the fundamental electrochemical processes that are critical to ultimate device performance.
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